830Laser Basics Test
Correct

Points

Question

Laser Application
1. (3)

What are the 3 “P”s to Laser Treatment?

2. (8)

List the four main principles to laser application

3. (1)

How many cycles are standard for a particular area?

4. (1)

True or False:
You can apply laser by one of 3 ways. One is to Pivot around the diode
number 1, and the other is to align two diodes along the muscle or target tissue and the
last is to rotate on one spot.

5. (1)

When treating lower back pain what is the best position?

Effects
6. (3)
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What are the 3 main benefits of 830laser treatment?
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7. (3)

Why might a patient feel warmth? (3 reasons)

8. (3)

How does the 830Laser reduce inflammation?

9. (3)

How does the 830Laser increase tissue healing?

10. (1)

How deep can the laser light penetrate (in inches)?

Distribution
Name any 3 principles of laser distribution?

11. (3)

List the products and packages available for purchase and their respective prices:

12. (5)
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Why do NON-clinicians want to purchase a distribution business?

13. (4)

Why do CLINICIANS want to buy a laser? (what are the benefits of owning one)

14. (4)

Who are potential clinician customers?

15. (2)

Science/Tech
16. (1)

How many seconds are in one cycle?

17. (5)

How does the laser work?
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(cont. on next page if needed)
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18. (3)

What makes the 830Laser unique over other lasers (hint: 3 things)?

19. (2)

What’s the definition of “coherent”?

20. (3)

What’s the meaning of “collumnated” and “monochromatic”?

21. (1)

What is a joule?

Bonus
(1)

What is the normal action potential of nerves (in mV)?
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